Abstract-Position information is essential for many vehicular applications like traffic information and route planning but also for enabling vital network routing services. However, the accuracy of the latter is highly dependent of a precise location service which might be altered by attackers forging falsified position data. In this paper, we propose a new method for tracking and removing location spoofing anomalies in large scale position based services assuming neither control of the communication infrastructure or additional hardware nor software at the client side. Our system uses aggregation of location information to compute relevant stability metrics which may reveal anomalous events.
I. INTRODUCTION
Positioning systems are considered as a core component in vehicular applications. Firstly, specific routing protocols, qualified as Vehicle-to-Vehicle and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure, may rely on vehicle positions to infer the forwarding path of packets [1] , [2] , [3] . In [4] , the authors propose to rely on vehicle movements to deliver packets. In parallel, we are being witness of a fast growing application market for improving driving experience like road traffic aware trip planning, alert broadcasting or car-pooling services based on drivers' habit. Most of these applications rely on a combination of human cooperation and technological improvements specially brought by the high penetration of mobile devices like smart phones equipped with positioning services such as GPS. Therefore, this enables vehicular-based applications without specific investment or infrastructure deployment like roadside units or embedded on-board units.
The infrastructure enables the communication channels between the users and the service, which can be protected by standard security protocols. However, such mechanisms does not prevent attack in crowd-sourced applications since the subscription is usually open and so creating numerous sibyls is easy. This also makes blacklisting ineffective. Injecting numerous cars leads to have some of them at plausible positions which limits the detection on such observations. The services mentioned above require a very reliable database of vehicle positions. Those databases can be poisoned with forged positions reported by attackers (location spoofing attack). Thus, an attacker can fake traffic congestion or alter traffic routing systems [5] . While most of popular vehicle based applications like traffic congestion avoidance or event network level routing [6] consider aggregated data, this kind of attacks are still valid by reporting a large number of spoofed or faked vehicle positions.
In this paper, we propose a method for position spoofing detection. It is inspired from works relying on movement plausibility verifications [7] , [8] , [9] but enhances the scalability by leveraging aggregation which so avoids the costly verification of the movements of each individual vehicle. In fact, vehicles are grouped within different areas of various sizes of a map depending on the traffic density using Multidimensional Aggregation Monitoring (MaM) [10] . As a first contribution, we designed dedicated metrics that are applied to such aggregated representations to verify the plausibility of global vehicle repartition on a map and the associated movement dynamic. Unlike standard approaches relying on individual car movements, our method focuses large datasets such as those which can be collected from navigation systems and crowd-sourced applications. The second contribution is a recovery mechanism to safely remove falsified data. This paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the problem and related work. Section III describes our location spoofing detection and recovery method. Section IV details the datasets used in the evaluation in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and outlines future work.
II. LOCATION SPOOFING A. Context
In the past, reporting services were reserved to few devices installed in specific vehicles, in particular for logistic. The use of mobile devices with embedded GPS has been growing for the last decade, and with its expansion, more and more devices are capable to perform position reporting. That is why location aware services have appeared in smart-phone application markets and in particular crowd-sourced services. Nowadays, there are many private and public initiatives in the context of the road traffic monitoring like Google Maps 1 , INRIX 2 or LuxTraffic 3 . Therefore, crowd-sourced mobile application is the main scenario considered and illustrated in figure 1 where everybody can freely report his positions to a central service which then infers traffic conditions in real time. Our approach is not dependent on the application and is useful for all applications that require location information. As illustrated in the figure, the service provider does not control the infrastructure and the service is simply available through Internet.
B. Problem Description
Assuming a crowd-sourced application, there is no strong restriction on users, everybody is basically identified with pseudonyms. Thus, an attacker can inject erroneous data, as shown in Figure 1 , using multiple vehicle identities (sibyl attack) using a standard computer which is considered as the most realistic and threatening scenario [12] . Even without a success rate of 100%, an attacker may cause unforeseen and catastrophic consequences to location based services (creating traffic congestion and so indirectly rerouting people to specific locations, indicating false collisions which may provoke unnecessary braking, etc).
In this paper, we aim to identify and localize an attacker who submits forged positions of numerous vehicles to a positionbased service. Obviously, injection may be done continuously to be more stealthy and effective. Hence an attacker can mimic a driven vehicle by reporting multiple positions along a path in a coherent timely manner.
In particular, the following problems are addressed in this paper:
• Location spoofing detection: the goal is to detect that an anomaly occurs in the reported locations.
• Spoofed position recovery: assuming that the location spoofing has been detected, the goal of the recovery consists into precisely identifying which positions are subject to the attack for discarding the corresponding records in order to keep the database of reported positions (and so the road traffic flows) in a safe state. While the first objective is to detect when a spoofing attack occurs, the second one tries to localize where it occurs and remove the anomalous data.
C. Related work
A risk analysis of roadside attackers is provided in [12] highlighting location spoofing attacks as the major vulnerability of VANETs (Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks) without providing any counter-measures. To verify locations, there are several approaches relying on the infrastructure to check the coherency between the claimed location and the real existence of the vehicle in this location. For example, the distance between a fixed probing station can be estimated using challenge response time [13] , [14] . The deployment of road side units is also a pre-requiste in [15] , [16] . Assuming our context, such approaches are not viable since the service provider has no control of the infrastructure.
Vehicles may also be equipped with additional sensors to check the locations of their close neighborhoods [17] thus requires a vehicle modification, contrary to the recent trend is to use already connected devices like smart phones. Authenticating users properly has also been proposed [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] but this assumes a defined and trusted set of users which is antagonist with crow-sourced applications which allows the attacker to create large volume of sibyls. This is also different to scenarios assuming few misbehaving vehicles while a key management infrastructure is used [22] , [23] .
Plausibility checks consist in verifying a claimed position regarding physics properties. In [24] , this is done by estimating the position based on the radio signal strength. In [7] , a node (a vehicle) checks itself that information it receives from another is coherent regarding the radio range, the map topology, the speed calculated between two consecutive beacons, the number of vehicle at the same location, etc. The authors in [8] extend this approach by enabling cooperation between nodes similarly to [25] using an ellipse based location estimation. Such an approach is also presented in [26] where each node constructs and shares its location representation of the VANET. Time-offlight of signals between two cooperative nodes is leveraged in [27] . More specifically, trust management for the vehicular context is discussed in [28] . In these different works, radio frequency measures like signal strength or timing differences are the major metrics. In [29] , the nodes report the detected misbehaviors to a centralized service that combines them in order to track, and so to exclude, the attackers at a long term perspective. Even in that case, location spoofing detection relies on end user devices while our approach shifts the location spoofing detection at the service provider side. In such a way, resources are saved from the client side and does not constrain the client devices.
However, our technique also leverages plausibility checks by only seeking for incoherency in the reported positions. While a naive approach could check if there several vehicles at the same position, the authors in [9] show that it has to consider the velocity and multiple measures for a single vehicle due to the errors induced by the positioning systems and unknown exact vehicle sizes. This makes such a verification complex when applied to thousands of vehicles and does not prevent an attacker to inject faked vehicles at viable positions even if a certain proportion of them are overlapping existing ones. Hence, this paper proposes to apply plausibility checks on aggregated data in order to avoid the costly analysis of each single vehicle position. A key component of our system relies on MaM (Multidimensional Aggregation Monitoring) [10] . This component is responsible for splitting and aggregating large multidimensional data collections (in our context, vehicle positions) into trees. MaM-based aggregation shrinks very large data collections and so improves the scalability but MaM only outputs a new representation of data. Thus, this paper proposes metrics and methods for analyzing such outputs.
Location Spoofing Detection and Recovery
In particular, a stability analysis over a sequence of trees helps in establishing an experimental threshold to find nodes (corresponding to geographical areas) under attack. Once malicious nodes are identified, malicious data can be discarded from the trees to sanitize data.
B. MaM
Multidimensional Aggregation Monitoring (MaM) [10] aggregates large collections of data by (1) dividing data by intervals of β seconds and (2) creating an aggregate tree of data for each time window. For example, this tool was used to aggregate IP addresses or domain names. Data structures used for aggregation are modified Tries [30] relying data's natural hierarchy. For example, the IP address hierarchy is the standard subnetwork division.
MaM performs temporal aggregation over one or several features. For example, it is possible to aggregate source and destination IP addresses meanwhile. The advantage is that MaM automatically splits the feature space (no need to fix the granularity) and does not need any predefined order like a first aggregation on destination IP subnetworks and then on source IP subnetworks. In fact, aggregation is guided by the events to monitor, i.e. representing a minimal percentage of the activity. This is defined by the parameter α. While details about MaM data structure and algorithms are out of the scope of this paper, the intuition behind is that data are incrementally clustered regarding the density of data in the multi-dimensional space with different levels (like "small" and "large" rectangles in 
C. MaM for vehicle locations
In this work, we decided to model an area as bounded intervals. In fact, an area is defined as a bi dimensional space using Cartesian coordinates to represent the longitude and latitude (altitude is not considered). Hence, the areas are represented as rectangles defined by two points:
The most specific representation is an interval of a single point:
In the sample output shown in Figure 3 , each node represents a specific rectangular area defined as:
Percentage of vehicles in the corresponding area excluding its children: vol ∈ 4) Cumulated percentage of vehicles in the corresponding area (including its children): acc vol ∈ The corresponding area of a node is actually embedded into the area associated to its parent node.
As highlighted before, a hierarchical model has to be built over such dimensions. In order to keep the advantages of MaM, the areas are not fixed in advance as we could have done using a grid-based approach. Rectangle are built regarding the percentage of activity which, in this case, represents the percentage of vehicles. To do so, the areas are created on the fly by assembling points together. For example, assuming two individual points as
), this will entails the creation of the area: Y 2 )) ). When the third point has to be added, either it falls into this created area which implies the creation of an embedded area, or it falls outside creating a parent area. This process continues until no new data points have to be added. Hence, this automatically creates a hierarchy between areas which is not known a priori unlike IP subnetworks. In the meantime, each area maintains a counter about the number of vehicles it contains. Aggregation is then performed from the leaves to the root. For each node, if vol > α, the node is kept, otherwise it is discarded and its vol value is added to the one of its parent node. This aggregation process is the standard one of MaM which is fully described in [10] .
D. Metrics
We propose a method for analyzing series of aggregated trees based on stability over time. The intuitive idea behind is similar to plausibility check by considering that vehicles movements from one area to another are bounded by physical properties but also depending on the traffic conditions. To achieve that, we defined a stability metric that captures the dynamic of the traffic, i.e. the movement of the car, by comparing consecutive vehicle positions. Observing the variation of the stability when no attack occurs, we are then capable of detecting future abnormal variations. The aggregation helps in considering the global road traffic dynamic. In addition, this avoids to detect isolated deviant behaviors which are not necessary malicious and, in fact, does not have an impact on the large scale location-based service that relies on mass information. From a general point of view, stability based detection is equivalent to plausibility checks using aggregated views.
As explained, the stability captures the dynamic of the car. It is a bounded value between 0 and 1. Assuming cars which are blocked in a traffic jam, the stability will be very high. On the contrary, cars moving very fast entails a low stability. Therefore, the goal is to evaluate the stability of the traffic (and so vehicles positions) between consecutive time windows. To do so, it is firstly required to define the stability between two nodes, n1 and n2. It is higher if the distance between the associated areas (Area Distance(n1, n2)) are close, if the overlap between them is high (Area Com(n1, n2) ) and if the number of vehicles is similar: The distance is evaluated regarding the centroid of the areas and normalized regarding the diagonal distance of the monitored map: Area Distance(n1, n2)
The common area and centroids can be easily retrieved from the coordinates and Figure 4 illustrates them. Evidently, areas are not always intersected and in such a case, Area Com(n1, n2) = 0. Without specific knowledge, η = ψ = γ = 1/3 which weights equally each factor.
The objective is to compare the stability between t i and a previous tree t j . To achieve that, the individual stability of each node n i ∈ t i is calculated. This is calculated by comparing with the most similar node in t j which is mostsim(n i , t j ) ∈ t j ∀ nj ∈tj Stability(n i , mostsim(n i , t j )) ≥ Stability(n i , n j ).
Finally, to globally assess the abnormality of a tree t i , the average stability over all nodes is considered:
E. Algorithms
In this section, the core algorithms involved in the location spoofing detection and recovery are presented. As mentioned before, the location spoofing attack is detected by evaluating the global stability in equation (2) and detecting abnormal variation. For sake of clarity, we use a single profile which corresponds to set a threshold value of an acceptable stability variation. It is also possible to imagine more complex models taking in account peak hours for example. However, the method remains the same by using the stability measure to establish multiple profiles depending on certain criteria. To not be biased by local events, our approach promotes the use of a sliding window by comparing a tree with its S predecessors.
Hence, the algorithm 1 computes the stability of all nodes of a tree assuming a list of predecessors. The idea is to compare pairwise nodes from the current tree (noted as parameter t) against the previous trees within the sliding window. This can be observed in line 6 where the most similar node (having the highest stability) of each node of t is searched in the predecessors, as defined in the previous section. Then, the average stability for every single node t is computed over all the predecessors (line 7). In line 3, the algorithm iterates over each node of the input tree which leads to O(n) assuming n nodes in a tree. For each node a look up over all S predecessors is performed in line 5, and in line 6 the most similar node is searched for every element on the predecessors list, with so a final cost of S×n. In line 7 scalar operation are performed with a constant cost. Thus, the average complexity of algorithm 1 is O(n 2 ) where n is the number of nodes since S is fixed constant.
Algorithm 1 Calculate the stability for the nodes of a given tree and its predecessors Input: t : T ree predecessors : List < T ree > Output: StabM ap(t, predecessors) : M ap < N ode >< F loat > 1: nodes ← nodes from t 2: res ← M ap() 3: for n in nodes do 4: st ← 0 5:
c ← mostsim(n, t i )
7:
st ← st + Stability(n, c) res(n) ← st/lenght(predecessors) 10: end for return res
The detection and recovery algorithm 2 works as follows. If the average stability variation equation (2) exceeds the threshold θ, then an attack is detected as shown in line 2 which requires to compute the stability of all nodes of the current tree based in line 1 which executes algorithm 1. The function values allows to extract only the values of the map data structure. In fact, the recovery is an iteration process which removes one by one the least stable leaves until the difference between the current and past average stability values does not exceed the threshold θ as shown in lines 4-6.
The computation of the stability of the nodes is done once in line 1 which has a complexity of O(n 2 ) where n is the number of nodes in a tree. The average stability is calculated bu iterating over all values in stabM ap which corresponds to the number of nodes. In parallel, the least stable leaf can be found, which means that operations in lines 2 -4 are executed meanwhile by iterating over all nodes. In the worst case (in case every node needs recovery), the while loop condition will be also evaluated n times. This finally leads to a complexity equals O(n 2 + n 2 ) = O(n 2 ). Therefore, the general process takes as input position data with timestamps in order to create aggregated trees on the fly depending on the time window size β and the aggregation threshold α. When a time window ends, the corresponding tree leaf s ← leafs from current 4: least stable ← l ∈ leaf s, ∀l ∈ leaf s, stabM ap(l ) ≥ stabM ap(l) 5: remove l from current 6: remove l from stabM ap 7: end while return current is preprocessed using the algorithm 1 before the detection and the recovery is triggered in algorithm 2.
IV. DATA SET

A. Traffic Simulation
In order to perform realistic experiments, the simulator SUMO (Simulation of Urban MObility) [31] was used in order to generate vehicle traffic flows in an urban environment.
B. Urban Scenarios
Our evaluation is based on two scenarios to represent different possible urban topologies. A Manhattan mobility model relies on a grid road topology and is representative of modern cities especially in North America. In order to have a good trade-off between SUMO performances and representativeness, the grid road topology is bounded to a 5 km × 5 km square containing regular 100 meters length blocks. Because such a topology is not representative of old European cities. Hence, we included the city of Luxembourg as a complementary approach for simulating traffic. For fairness, the Luxembourg scenario is also bounded to a 5 km × 5 km which is centered in the city center. This is obtained using Open Street Map 4 .
C. Traffic Simulation
For simulating traffic in both scenarios, a random mobility pattern is used. It consists in defining, for each normal vehicle, a random departure and an arrival street point. In addition, when the car arrives at its destination, its location information is not provided anymore to mimic a real vehicle. For both scenarios we generated traces for 10 consecutive hours. A total of normal 220,000 vehicles were injected along the simulation. The number of misbehaved vehicles (spoofed locations) is then dependent on the simulations as explained in next sections. For being realistic, the cars are not injected simulateously but also at a random number, every seconds. Around 20833 new cars are injected every hour as highlighted in Table I, 
D. Malicious Traffic Data Generation & Injection
Malicious traffic was injected in order to extend each original dataset during our experiments. The main principle consists into injecting faked reported positions of vehicles in a predefined area which thus mimics spoofed vehicles in this area. Therefore, the following parameters are used:
• Time: the time interval to perform the data generation.
• Center: the center of the area where faked vehicles are injected • Radius: the radius size of the area where faked vehicles are injected • Volume of cars: overall amount of injected vehicles.
• Frequency: proportion of vehicles per time unit to be injected regarding the number of normal cars. The injection takes in consideration the map topology for creating vehicles at valid locations. Besides, the traffic injection models may generate spoofed location attacks against multiple areas. To achieve that, several locations (center and radius) can be defined. In such a case, the volume of cars and the frequency of data generation are global to all targeted locations. In our experiments, the radius is fixed to 500 meters the number of targeted locations is 2 for the Luxembourg scenarios and 3 for the Manhattan scenario. We deliberately choose small values in order to strengthen our approach by considering targeted attacks unlike global attacks that could impact all the map and so be highly visible.
As highlighted in section II, a unique identification of every vehicle would be helpful but does not sound plausible as we are focusing on open crowd-sourced applications relying on a non dedicated infrastructure. This eases the task of the attacker to create faked identity as many as he desires. In addition, drivers and so vehicle identification is a major privacy issue. We implemented the most general model without identifying vehicles which thus conforms to our detection approach.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, experimental results are presented. The first experiment was conducted to evaluate the impact of the attacks on the stability and so to show that a thresholdbased technique (θ) is viable. The second experiment assesses the impact of injection within different topologies. The third experiment is dedicated to the localization of the attack and its recovery. Then, this section also highlights the gain of using the aggregated trees compared to individual vehicle positions.
Preliminary experiments help in identifying good parameter values for the aggregation threshold α = 2% and the sliding window size S = 5 for computing stability.
A. Window size impact
In order to characterize regular traffic stability, Figure 5 compares the average stability when there is no attack and when 10% of faked vehicles are injected. As mentioned before in this experiment we aim to asses the impact of β (time aggregation window). This experiment considers a Manhattan grid topology and the window size is successively fixed to 120, 300 or 600 seconds. The average stability shown in Figure 5 is computed over ten independent simulations. Regardless the window size, the average stability when an attack occurs is always different and so an attack could be easily detected. Next section considers more stealthy attack with less faked vehicles. However, as illustrated in the figure 5 and especially in figure  5(c) , increasing the window size improves the separability of the curves which thus will help in detecting the attack. In fact, this discards local bias by merging much position data. However, this will delay the attack detection until the time window ends. Assuming a standard context of road traffic monitoring, 600 or 300 seconds seems reasonable and provides good results in Figures 5(b) and 5(c) . Therefore, such values for β are used in the other experiments. In this experiment, β = 600 seconds and the objective is to assess the impact of the attack injection level, between 0.5% and 20% of normal vehicles. In Figure 6 , both the Luxembourg and the Manhattan scenarios are considered. The curve on top of each graph represents the average stability as defined in equation (2) when no attack occurs. In such a case values are between 0.85 and 0.95. Logically, when the attack aggressiveness increases, the average stability drops in higher proportion. However, considering 10% of spoofed vehicles, reaching a limit of disturbance for this experiments. On a tiny scale with only 0.5% injection (the number of vehicles injected correspond to 0.5% of total volume of cars), the average stability is lowered around 0.7 and so clearly distinguishable from normal ones. Therefore, setting θ = 0.15 in algorithm 2 is enough to detect stealthy attacks independently of the topology.
C. Recovery
Previous experiments show that establishing a threshold experimentally is viable. It can be easily determined through learning and past observations of the stability when no attack occurs. Assuming that an attack is detected thanks to this method, this section assesses the ability of our system to recover to a safe state by sanitizing the data from spoofed reported locations. In algorithm 2, this corresponds to remove unstable leaf nodes. Using θ = 0.15 as previously established, Figure 7 depicts the average stability before the attack, during the attack and when the recovery is performed. When the attack is launched starting from time window 40. Until the time window 75 the attack causes a massive drop of average stability and also produces a great oscillation. In the last phase of the sequence, recovery phase is launched. Despite the attack continues, by removing nodes responsible for the average stability decay, the stability is restored to acceptable values. In reality, recovery phase should start earlier (when the attack is detected) and we voluntary delayed it in this experiment to highlight the changes in the stability value.
While restoring an acceptable stability is simple by removing leaves until the difference between the past observed stability is under the variation threshold θ, it is important to evaluate if the discarded data properly belongs to the attack (true positives) or not (false positives). This is evaluated in Figure 8 by calculating the True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR). FP are due to random normal traffic which, at some high attack rates, can be interpreted as an alert.However, most of them occur with excessively high attack rates.
The FP represents the real road traffic that will be discarded and so can have an hight impact on monitoring, undetected traffic jam for example. Such examples can be more discussed to show how FP may impact applications. Where we assess a "single" attack, it corresponds to test every individual one separately, and then compute an average, but all are tested. The FPR and TPR are calculated based on the stability value of the leaf nodes. For instance, assuming θ = 0.15 and a normal stability around 0.9 as highlighted in the first phase of figure  7 , this means that we are considering an absolute threshold of 0.75. In such a case, the TPR reaches 89% with less than 27% of false positives. FPR can be drastically reduced using a smaller threshold like 0.4 which leads to a TPR equal 75% and FPR equal 4%. 
D. Performances
As discussed in section II-C, a simple approach could verify if two vehicles are at the same position but this needs further refinement to be viable. However, considering that such a case is possible, this entails to verify pair-wise vehicles.
Hence, with V vehicles, V (V − 1) 2 verifications have to be done. For computing the stability of all nodes of a tree, detecting anomalies and recovering, it has been shown that the complexity is O(n 2 ) in section III-E, assuming n as the number of nodes in a tree. From a theoretical complexity point of view, this is similar to consider complexity assuming individual vehicles (quadratic complexity in both cases) but, in practice, the tree size is highly lower than the number of vehicles due to the aggregation process. Especially, Figure  9 highlights the number of individual vehicles and the size of the trees. The latter is at least 1760 and varies around 2000. In contrast, the number of cars is always around 20,000 which leads to around 200 millions comparisons. This is ten times more than using our tree-based approach when S = 5 (5×2000 2 ). In addition, our process also includes the recovery mechanism and so is not only limited to the detection.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper describes a new location spoofing detection and recovery mechanism that can be applied to a large scale database of position data such as those used in many vehicular applications. Our approach leverages MaM for collecting and aggregating data. On top of it, we defined dedicated metrics and associated algorithms to compute them to verify plausible global vehicle movements. In this work we were able to show that average stability metric is a rough indicator of anomaly presence in traffic flows which have been realistically simulated. The main advantages of the aggregation are the global evaluation the traffic without considering too small events and the scalability improvement. In addition, a recovery mechanism is proposed which allows to safely removed most of the anomalous data while discarding very few benign data.
As a future work, we would move towards testing our methods with other datasets in particular real traffic traces as well as including other features in the multidimensional aggregated trees like the semantic of vehicle journeys. As a future work we are already working on a realistic attack generator based on real data collected through location based services. However, for data collection to be representative we face a scale challenge. Moreover, to re validate our experiments in specific topologies would not add more generality. Different kinds of architectural design of cities are already taken in account for a future work.
